Manipulation of Neurotransmitter Levels Has Differential Effects on Formalin-Evoked Nociceptive Behavior in Male and Female Mice.
Changes in serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine; 5-HT), noradrenaline (NA), and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) levels in the spinal cord are known to occur in response to nociceptive stimuli, yet little research has examined possible underlying sex differences in these changes and how they might affect nociception. We have used pharmacological approaches in a well established model of tonic nociception, the formalin test, to explore the effects of altering neurotransmitter levels on nociceptive responses in male and female C57BL/6 mice. The monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitor phenelzine (PLZ), its metabolite phenylethylidenehydrazine (PEH), and a derivative compound of PLZ, N(2)-acetylphenelzine (N(2)-AcPLZ), were used to increase endogenous levels of: GABA, 5-HT, and NA (PLZ); GABA alone (PEH); or 5-HT and NA only (N(2)-AcPLZ). Although both sexes had a reduction in second phase nociceptive behaviors with PEH pretreatment, the analgesic effect of PLZ was only observed in male mice. High performance liquid chromatography analysis revealed male mice had greater spinal cord increases in 5-HT and NA levels compared with female mice. Female mice, in contrast, had greater increases in GABA levels with pretreatments. With N(2)-AcPLZ pretreatment, only male mice had a reduction in second phase nociceptive behaviors despite similar increases in 5-HT and NA levels in both sexes. These findings suggest that male mice may utilize serotonergic and noradrenergic pathways more efficiently for the attenuation of nociceptive behavior and female mice are more dependent on alternate mechanisms. To our knowledge, these findings are the first on the antinociceptive properties of altering 5-HT, NA, and GABA levels with the MAO inhibitor PLZ and its derivatives in a model of tonic pain processing. They also reveal significant underlying sex differences associated with these treatments. The present study found that nociception in male and female mice may be regulated by different neurotransmitter systems. These results indicate that different pharmacological approaches may be needed to treat pain in both sexes.